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ABSTRACT 

The rate and extent of plasmodium formation were studied in mating tests 
involving pairs of largely isogenic amoeba1 strains compatible for mating- 
type ( m t )  alleles. A systematic variability was observed: plasmodia formed 
either rapidly and extensively or slowly and inefficiently. Plasmodium for- 
mation was found to be 103- to 104-fold more extensive in “rapid” crosses than 
in “S~OW” crosses. A genetic analysis revealed that the variability reflects the 
influence of a multiallelic compatibility locus that determines mating effi- 
ciency. This compatibility locus (designated matB), together with the original 
mating type locus mt (in this work designated matA), constitute a tetrapolar 
mating specificity system in Physarum polycephalum. 

HE sexual cycle in the Myxomycete Physarum polycephalum involves the 
fusion of compatible haploid amoebae. Cell fusion is followed by nuclear 

fusion, and the resulting diploid zygote differentiates to form a macroscopic, 
acellular plasmodium. The plasmodium may be induced to sporulate; meiosis 
occurs during sporulation ( L A N E  and HAUGLI 1976) and the spores yield hap- 
ploid amoebae upon germination to complete the cycle ( GRAY and ALEXOPOULOS 
1968). 

In the earliest analysis of the genetic control of mating compatibility in 
Physarum, DEE (1960) demonstrated that a single genetic locus (mt) is the 
principal determinant of mating specificity. In that study, mixed pairs of strains 
carrying the same mt allele never formed plasmodia; pairs carrying different 
mt alleles usually, but not invariably, produced plasmodia after several days of 
incubation. In a subsequent study, DEE (1966) showed that the mt locus is multi- 
allelic, and again observed that not all combinations of mt-compatible strains 
readily produced plasmodia; several “compatible” combinations failed entirely 
to mate. Although the concept of a two-locus compatibility system was rejected, 
the results were interpreted as indicating the possible existence of genetic 
“modifying factors” that might affect whether particular combinations of strains 
mate efficiently. The extent of the specificity governed by the postulated modify- 
ing factors was not investigated at the time, and no analysis of their genetic basis 
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684 P. J. YOUNGMAN et al. 

was undertaken. The present work describes a new multiallelic locus that plays 
a major role in determining mating compatibility. We refer to the new locus 
as matB and to the originally characterized mating specificity locus (mt) as 
matA. 

MATERIALS A N D  METHODS 

Strains: Strain CL, which was derived from the Colonia isolate (COOKE and DEE 1975), 
is regarded as wild type and has the genotype matAh matB1. Strain APT1 (ma tAh  matBl 
a p t A f ) ,  which is a mutant of a Colonia subline, carries a mutation, aptA1, that abolishes the 
asexual plasmodium formation associated with the m t A h  allele (WHEALS 1973). Strains 
LU648 (matAI mafBI)  and LU688 (matA2 matB1) were obtained from JENNIFER DEE; both 
are virtually isogenic with CL as a result of backcrossing (COOKE and DEE 1975). Strains 
CHI16 (matA3 matB3),  CH207 (matA4 matB2), CH347 (matA3 matBI) ,  CH351 (matA3 
matBI ) ,  CH354 (matA4 matBS), CH395 (ma fA4  matB2),  and CH397 (matA4 mntB1) are 
largely isogenic to the Colonia strain as a result of backcrossing performed in our laboratory 
(ADLER and HOLT 1974; ADLER 1975). Strains numbered CH784-CH803 are progeny of CHI 16 X 
CH394. Strains CH394 (matA2 matB2) and CH508 (matA2 matB3) are progeny of LU688 
by Colonia background strains constructed in this laboratory. Strain CH826 ( m a t A l  matB2) 
is a progeny of LU648 x CH786, and CH827 (matA1 matB3) is a progeny of LU648 X CH784. 

Mating tests: Dilute plasmodial rich medium agar (dPRM agar) and liver infusion agar 
(LIA) were prepared as described previously (ADLER and HOLT 1974). Stocks of amoebae for 
mating tests were routinely grown with live bacteria a t  30” as streaks on LIA plates. Stock 
plates were stored at 4” ( f x  up to eight weeks) until use. To establish mating cultures, small 
blocks of agar, each containing approximately 4 x I O 5  amoebae, were cut from stock plates and 
agitated in test tubes containing 1 to 2 ml sterile water each, to suspend the cells. The concen- 
tration of amoebae was determined by hemacytometer count, and suspensions were diluted to 
a concentration of lo5 cells per ml  with formalin-killed bacteria (IO9 cells per ml) prepared 
in 2 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.0, according to the method of HAUGLI (1971). Each pair of strains 
to be tested for  mating was plated in a 0.1 ml drop on the surface of a dPRM plate. The drop 
spread to a diameter of approximately 18 mm and dried within 30 min, leaving a “spot-culture” 
containing a total of 104 amoebae, 5 x IO3 amoebae of each of the two strains being tested. 
Mating cultures were scored after three to four days at  26” for the presence of plasmodia. The 
use of formalin-killed bacteria was found to enhance mating; we have subsequently learned that 
live bacteria cause an increase in pH and that the high pH interferes with mating (COLLINS 
and TANG 1973; SHINNICK et al., 1978). 

Kinetics experiments: The time course of plasmodium producuon in mating mixtures was 
determined by a technique of “kinetics analysis” described previously (YOUNGMAN et al. 1977). 
At “time zero” a series of replicate spot cultures of a mating mixture was prepared as described 
above for mating tests, one culture per test plate. Cultures were washed from test plates at 
various later times with 4 ml volumes of sterile water, and the cell suspensions were agitated 
vigorously with vortex mixer. Cells were counted in a hemacytometer, and dilutions of the 
suspensions were plated for assay with live bacteria on LIA plates. The LIA assay plates were 
incubated at 30”. Under these assay conditions, no mating occurs during the period of incuba- 
tion (four to  five days). Cells committed to differentiation before the time of assay develop 
into “assay plasmodia,” which are counted under low magnification. The “committed” cells 
are presumably diploid zygotes formed from the fusion of haploid amoebae carrying different 
matA alleles. (See also PALLOTTA et al. 1979.) 

RESULTS 

The intercrossing of progeny from CH394 x CHII6:  When progeny from 
the cross CH394 x CH116 were paired with various tester strains to determine 
their mating types, we observed that positive tests (i.e., tests of combinations 
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MATING COMPATIBILITY IN PHYSARUM 685 

that produced plasmodia) displayed considerable variability in the rate and 
extent of plasmodium production. I n  some of these tests, mating was very rapid 
and generated a plasmodial mass that involved the entire mating culture; in 
others: mating was markedly slower and produced a small number of distinctly 
separate plasmodia. None of the test mixtures produced plasmodia at an inter- 
mediate rate. The photographs in Figure 1 show representative mating cultures 
after 100 hours of incubation. 

These findings prompted us to examine crosses of CH394, CHI16 and several 
of their progeny in all combinations consistent with their respective mating 
types (matA alleles). The results of these crosses are given in Table 1. Again, 
each cross was either rapid and extensive or slow and inefficient; no test failed 
to produce at least a few plasmodia, and no test yielded an intermediate result. 
The mating pattern shown in Table 1 indicates that either parent, together with 
the progeny strains carrying the same matA allele, comprise two classes with 
respect to the ability to mate with any particular progeny strain carrying a dif- 

FrcunE 1.-Photographs of mating spots after 100 hr incubation. Panels (a) and (b) show 
mating spots of slow and rapid mating combinations, respectively, at 5>( magnification. The 
numerous plasmodia evident in panel (b) are themselves the result of fusion of many smaller 
plasmodia. Panels (c) and (d) show the same two mating spots at lox magnification. There 
are no plasmodia visible in the spot shown in (a) and (c); a few isolated plasmodia appeared 
after an additional 50 hr incubation. The slow and fast pairs were, respectively, CH801 (mafA2 
mnfB2) x CH826 (matA2 matB2) andCH801 x LU64.8 (mntA2 maiBl). 
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686 P. J. YOUNGMAN et al. 

TABLE 1 

Intercrossing of parents and a sample of the progeny from the cross CH394 X CHI16 

mafA2 strain 
matA3 strain CH394 CH791 CH792 CH799 CH801 

+ + CH116 + -  - 
CH784 
CH785 
CH786 
CH787 
CH788 
CH789 
CH790 
CH793 
CH796 
CH797 
CH800 

+ + + -  - + + + -  - + -  + + -  + + + + -  + -  - + + + -  + -  - 

- 
- 

- 

- - 
- 

+ + + + + + 
- + +  + + + + 

- 
- 

- - 
- 

- 

CH802 CH803 CH795 

- + + + 
- 

- + + + 

Tests were scored after four days incubation. “+” indicates extensive and obvious plasmodium 
formation at the time scored; ”-” indicates absence of visible plasmodia at  the time scored. 
Strains CH784-CH803 are progeny from the cross CH394 x CH116. 

ferent matA allele. This clearly implies the segregation of genetic compatibility 
factors among the CH394 X CHI 16 progeny. The simplest hypothesis to account 
for these observations is that the two parents carry different alleles at a single 
compatibility locus, different from the matA locus, that governs the efficiency 
of matA-compatible crosses according to the following rules: matings between 
strains carrying the same alleles at the locus are of the slow and inefficient type, 
and matings between strains carrying different alleles are of the rapid and 
extensive type. 

Additional crosses: We repeated the intercrossing summarized in Table 1 
with the inclusion of several strains in common use in our laboratory. The 
particular strains involved are listed in Table 2. To cross these strains in all 
combinations consistent with mating type (matA alleles) required 205 crosses. 
All crosses could be assigned without ambiguity to the “rapid” or “slow” cate- 
gories with two interesting exceptions: first, crosses between the matAh aptAI 
strain (APTI) and matA2 strains were less vigorous than other crosses; second, 
“slow” crosses involving the matA2 strain CH508 were slightly more rapid than 
other crosses in the ‘‘s~ow’’ category. We subsequently learned that the aberrant 

TABLE 2 

Strains included in the expanded intercrossing 

mafAh mafAf matA2 mafA3 mafA4 

APTl LU648 CH508 CH801 CH347 CH787 CH793 CH354 
LU688 CH802 CH351 CH788 CH796 CH207 
CH792 CH803 CH784 CH789 CH797 
CH795 CH785 CH790 CH800 
CH799 CH786 CH791 
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TABLE 3 

Sample results from intercrossing of strains listed in Table 2 

68 7 

~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

LU648 LU688 CH799 CH207 CH792 CH354 
matAI matA.2 matA2 mai.44 matA.2 matA4 

- + + + + + 
- 

+ - 
CH351 (matA3) - 
CH786 (matA3) + + 
CH784 (matA3) + + + + - 

- 

Tests were scored after four days incubation. "+" indicates extensive and obvious plasmodium 
formation at the time scored; "-" indicates absence of visible plasmodia at the time scored. 

behavior of CH508 is due to the fact that the strain carries an allele imz-2 (ionic 
modulation of zygote formation) that confers the ability to mate more actively 
under certain circumstances ( SHINNICK et al. 1978) . Colonia strains, and strains 
extensively bred into the Colonia genetic background, have the genotype imz-l. 
The imz locus is not a specificity locus. Possible explanations for the exceptional 
nature of matAh x matAB crosses will be considered in the DISCUSSION. 

The pattern of rapid and slow matings obtained from the intercrossing of 
strains listed in Table 2 revealed that both the mutA3 strains and the matA2 
strains included three classes with respect to the ability to mate with any par- 
ticular strain carrying a different matA allele. This is illustrated for m t A 3  by 
the sample results given in Table 3. To explain these results in terms of a single 
compatibility locus, it was necessary to propose that the strains APTI, LU648, 
LU688, CH347 and CH351 carried a third mating specificity allele (different 
from the two alleles that segregated among the progeny from the cross CH394 X 
CHI 16) at the hypothetical locus. 

Genetic analysis: The proposed compatibility locus was designated matB. The 
allele presumed to be carried by the Colonia strains, and by strains extensively 
inbred by backcrossing to Colonia strains (including LU648, LU688, CH34.7, 
and CH35 I ) ,  was designated matBl; the two alleles apparently segregating 
among the progeny from the CH394 x CH116 cross were designated matB2 and 
matB3, respectively. However, the intercrossing results upon which this model 
was based are also consistent with more complex, multilocus models. To test 
the validity of the single-locus model, it was necessary to analyze progeny of 
crosses involving all possible homoallelic and heteroallelic m t B  combination: 
only a single-locus model would predict both a 1: 1 segregation of parental matB- 
specificity types from heteroallelic crosses and the complete absence of non- 
parental matB types from all crosses. 

TABLE 4 

Strains used to test mat€-types 

matB-specificity class matAl mat& matA3 mat.44 

matBl LU648 LU688 CH351 CH397 

matB3 CH827 CH792 CH784 CH354 
matB2 CH826 CH801 CH786 CH3958 
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688 P. J. YOUNGMAN et al. 

The matB-specificity phenotypes, or “matB-types,” of the progeny were deter- 
mined from test crosses with the tester strains listed in Table 4. Each of 30 
progeny strains from a particular cross was ordinarily tested against nine of the 
tester strains; six testers included all combinations of both parental matA-types 
and the three known matB-types, and three included all combinations of a non- 
parental matA-type and the three mcxtB-types. The only deviation from this 
procedure involved the testing of matAI progeny strains from three of the matB- 
heteroallelic crosses (matAI testers of matB-types 2 and 3 were not available 
at the time these progeny were analyzed). 

The results of this progeny analysis, summarized in Tables 5 and 6, clearly 
confirm the hypothesis that matB-specificity is determined by a single, multi- 
allelic locus: among the 357 progeny tested, no nonparental matB-types were 
discovered; among progeny from matB-heteroallelic crosses the two parental 
matB-types segregated in a 1:l ratio (segregation data for all crosses conform 
to 1 : 1 ratios with p > 0.05 in x2 test). Moreover, matB alleles assort indepen- 
dently of matA alleles: of 179 progeny from crosses heteroallelic at matB, 86 

TABLE 5 
Progeny analysis: matB-heteroallelic crosses 

Cross 

CH786 x CH354 
(matA3 matB2 x matA4 matB3) 

CH786 x CH792 
(matA3 matB2 x matA2 matB3) 

LU688 X CH786 
(matA2 matB1 x matA3 matB2) 

LU648 x CH354 
(matAI matBl x matA4 matB3) 

LU648 x CH786 
(matAI matB1 x matA3 matB2) 

LUfM X CH784 
(matAI matB1 X matA3 matB3) 

Assigned 
genotype 

matA3 matB2 
matA4 matB3 
matA3 matB3 
matA4 matB2 

matA3 matB2 
matA2 matB3 
matA3 matB3 
matA2 matB2 

matA2 matB1 
matA3 matB2 
matA2 matB2 
mafA3  matB1 

matAI matB1 
matA4 matB3 
matAl  matB3 
matA4 matBl 

ma tA l  matB1 
matA3 matB2 
matAI matB2 
matA3 matBl 

ma tA l  matBI 
matA3 matB3 
matA1 matB3 
matA3 matBI 

9 
6 
7 
8 

8 
8 
8 
5 

7 
7 
6 

10 

11 
6 
4 
9 

5 
5 
14 
6 
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were of the parental and 93 were of the recombinant types with respect to matA  
and matB genotypes. These results are based on 3033 test crosses, all of which 
could be easily assigned to the “rapid” or “slow” categories by visual inspection 
after three to four days of incubation. 

Kinetics of “rapid” and “slow” matings: We obtained a quantitative indica- 
tion of the differences between crosses heteroallelic and homoallelic with respect 
to matB by applying a technique of “kinetics analysis” described previously 
(YOUNGMAN et aZ. 1977). In such experiments, replicate mating cultures are 
prepared at “time zero” to be washed off and replated for assay at various later 
times. Cells committed to differentiation develop on the assay plates as “assay 
plasmodia.” This technique permits a quantitative and highly reproducible 
determination of the rate and extent of asexual differentiation and, as shown 
here, of sexual differentiation as well. Data from a kinetics analysis of 2 matB- 
heteroallelic and 2 ma&-homoallelic crosses are displayed in Figure 2. All of the 
strains involved are progeny of the cross CH394 x CH116. The data show that 
the heteroallelic crosses produced substantially more assay plasmodia than homo- 
allelic crosses, with differences ranging from a factor of 3 x lo3 to a factor of 
lo4. Not only was plasmodium production more extensive in the heteroallelic 
crosses, but it also began 20 to 30 hours earlier than in homoallelic crosses. Re- 
sults from many (over 50) similar kinetics experiments (data not shown) follow 
the same pattern. 

TABLE 6 

Progeny analysis: matB-homoallelic crosses 

Cross 
Number of Assigned 

genotype progeny 

CH207 x CH801 
(matA4 matB2 X matA.2 matB2) 

CH354 x CH800 
(matA4 matB3 x matA3 matB3) 

CH799 x CH787 
(matA2 matB2 x matA3 matB2) 

CH784 x CH792 
(matA3 mgtB3 X matA2 matB3) 

LU688 X CH347 
(matA2 matB1 x matA3 matB1) 

LU648 x CH351 
(matAI matBl x matA3 matB1) 

matA4 matB2 

matA2 matB2 

matA4 matB3 

matA3 matB3 

matA2 matBZ 

matA3 matB2 

matA3 matB3 

matA.2 matB3 

matA2 matB1 

matA3 matB1 

matAl matB1 

marA3 matBl 

12 

18 

11 

18 

16 

13 

15 

15 

11 

19 

11 

19 
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FIGURE %-Kinetics of mating: a comparison of two matB heteroalleic and two matB homo- 
allelic crosses. Numbers of amoebae are represented by open symbols and numbers of assay 
plasmodia by closed symbols. The crosses shown were as follows: A A  CH787 (matA3 matB2) x 
CH 792 (matA2 matB3); V v  CH790 (matA3 matB3) x CH799 (matA2 matB2); o+ CH79O 
X CI-1792; 0. CH792 x CH797 (matA3 matB3). 

DISCUSSION 

We have demonstrated in Physarum polycephalum the existence of a new 
mating compatibility locus, matB. Three matB alleles have been discovered, and 
genetic studies have shown that these alleles assort independently of matA 
alleles. The two compatibility loci differ in the degree of specificity they impose. 
Strains homoallelic for matA, with the exception of certain matAh mutants, 
never cross. Crossing between strains homoallelic for matB is not entirely pre- 
vented under optimal conditions for plasmodium formation. The degree of 
specificity imposed by matB is, nevertheless, of a high order. In kinetic analyses, _ -  

parable matB-heteroallelic pairs. Knowledge of matB has facilitated the prepara- 
tion of crossed plasmodia, and has made it possible to carry out certain comple- 
mentation tests not formerly possible (see ANDERSON 1979). 
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MATING COMPATIBILITY IN PHYSARUM 69 1 

Two-locus or “tetrapolar” mating is common in Basidiomycetes. In a survey 
of some 230 species, 49 to 55% were found to be tetrapolar (FINCHAM and DAY 
1971, p. 291). We are not aware of reports on tetrapolar systems in Myxomycete 
species other than P. polycephalum. 

The strains CH394 (matA2 matB2 imz - I ) ,  CH116 (matA3 matB3 i m z - I ) ,  
and CH508 ( m z t A 2  m t B 3  imz-2) are all the products of several generations of 
backcrossing to the Colonia strain CL (matAh matBI imz - I )  . During the back- 
crossing process, the only markers for which there was intentional selection were 
m a t A  alleles and plasmodial fusion alleles (ADLER and HOLT 1974.). Neverthe- 
less, our studies have revealed allelic heterogeneity at both the matB and imz  
loci, neither of which is linked to the selected markers (SHINNICK et al. 1978) 
nor to one another (YOUNGMAN and SHINNICK, unpublished data). It seems 
likely, therefore, that heterogeneity at these loci was preserved by inadvertant 
selection through a bias in favor of backcross progeny that mated well with CL. 
From our testing of surviving representatives of intermediate generations in the 
backcrossing, it is apparent that the matB2 allele was propagated in the matA4 
backcrossing series, and that the matB3 allele was propagated in the matA3 
series (YOUNGMAN, unpublished). It is also obvious that, in so propagating these 
alleles, ability to mate with CL must have segregated in the earlier generations 
of the backcrossing; this segregation was not previously detected (ADLER and 
HOLT 1974). 

As the Indiana isolate strains were taken through successive stages of back- 
crossing to Colonia strains, it was observed that “mating ability” gradually 
decreased (ADLER and HOLT 1974). DEE (1966) had noted earlier that closely 
related strains tend to mate less well than do distantly related strains. The prop- 
erties of the imz and matB loci contribute a partial expanation for such observa- 
tions. Since CL carries the “inferior” imz allele ( i m z - I ) ,  a transition from the 
imz-2 to the imz-I genotype as a result of backcrossing to CL would noticeably 
diminish mating ability, particularly when mating ability was assessed under 
conditions less favorable than those applied to the present work. Inbreeding of 
strains would also tend to eliminate allelic heterogeneity at the matB locus; obvi- 
ously this would have a significantly deleterious effect on mating ability. With 
alleles at more than one locus (affecting mating ability) segregating at early 
stages of backcrossing, the decrease in mating ability might appear more gradual 
than discrete. 

Mating in P. polycephulum is a two-stage process: first, two haploid amoebae 
carrying different matA  alleles fuse to € o m  a diploid zygote heterozygous at  
the matA  locus; second, the diploid matA heterozygote initiates a sequence of 
developmental changes, ultimately resulting in the formation of a plasmodial 
cell. Precedents in other fungal systems support the expectation that either or 
both of these stages might be under a genetic control that imposes specificity 
(FINCHAM and DAY 1971). Our di,scovery that mating compatibility in P .  poly- 
cephulum is governed by a two-locus system raises the interesting possibility 
that one locus controls zygote formation (cell fusion) and the other locus con- 
trols zygote differentiation. 
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692 P. J. YOUNGMAN et al. 

Diploid matA heterozygous amoebae (believed to be generated during the 
meiotic division of rare tetraploid plasmodial nuclei (SHINNICK and HOLT, in 
preparation)) arise at a low frequency from spores of most sexually formed 
plasmodia (ADLER and HOLT 1975). Such matA heterozygotes differentiate very 
rapidly in clones whether or not they are also matB heterozygous (DAVIDOW 
unpublished), demonstrating that matB heterozygosity does little, if anything, to 
enhance the tendency of such diploids to differentiate. Preliminary evidence, 
therefore, favors the belief that matB governs cell Eusion and matA governs dif- 
ferentiation. According to this hypothesis, the low level of mating that occurs 
in matB homoallelic matings would be the result of rare matB-forbidden cell 
fusions. It may be the case, then, that nondifferentiating diploid cells form at high 
frequency in mixtures of matA homoallelic and matB heteroallelic pairs. If so, 
it may be possible, in the general case, to recover amoeba1 diploids for the pur- 
pose of complementation analysis. 

The relatively weak mating observed between matA2 and matAh aptAI 
strains is not fully understood at the present time. It is suggested by ANDERSON 
(1979) that matAh strains may best be regarded as having the genotype matA2 
gad-h; gad mutations are lesions that promote asexual differentiation in hetero- 
thallic strains (ADLER and HOLT 1977), gad-h being a dominant mutant allele 
closely linked to matA. This hypothesis was prompted by the finding that some 
nondifferentiating mutants (npfB-) obtained from matAh strains are indistin- 
guishable from matA2 strains (ANDERSON and DEE 1977; ANDERSON 1979) ; the 
npfB- mutations would thus correspond to the reversion of matA2 gad-h to 
matA2 gad+. 

While this manuscript was in preparation, DEE (1978) described two alleles 
of a gene rac and showed that strains heteroallelic for rac cross more rapidly 
than strains homoallelic for rac. The two alleles were derived from Colonia and 
Colonia-Indiana hybrids, which suggests that rac and matB are identical. From 
studying the history of the strains involved, we conclude tentatively that rac-2 
and rac-2 are the same as matBl and matB3, respectively. 

C. E. HOLT. 
This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant #PCM75-15604.A02 to 
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